Geometry	Chapter 5
Lesson 5-5

Example 1  Use SAS Inequality in a Proof
Write a proof.
Given:	P is the midpoint of file_0.unknown
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mWPQ > mSPR
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Prove:	TQ > TR

Proof: 
Statements
Reasons
1.	P is the midpoint of file_7.unknown
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mWPQ > mSPR
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1.	Given
2.	QP = RP
2.	Definition of midpoint
3.	WQ > SR
3.	SAS Inequality
4.	TW = TS
4.	Definition of congruent segments
5.	WQ + TW > SR + TS
5.	Addition Property
6.	TQ = WQ + TW
TR = SR + TS
6.	Segment Addition Postulate
7.	TQ > TR
7.	Substitution


Example 2  Prove Triangle Relationships
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PN > JK
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Prove:	mJKN > mNPJ

Flow Proof:
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Example 3  Relationships Between Two Triangles
Write an inequality using the information in the figure.	file_20.png
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a.	Compare mABC and mABD.
	In DAB and CAB,file_22.unknown
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, and AC < AD.
The SSS Inequality allows us to conclude that mABD > mABC.

b.	Find the range of values containing x.
	By the SSS Inequality, mABD > mABC or, mABC < mABD.
	mABC	< mABD	SSS Inequality
	3x - 14	< 82	Substitution
	3x	< 96	Add 14 to each side.
	x	< 32	Divide each side by 3.

	Also, recall that the measure of any angle is always greater than 0.
	3x - 14	> 0
	3x	> 14	Add 14 to each side.
	x	> 	Divide each side by 3.
The two inequalities can be written as the compound inequality  < x < 32.


Example 4  Use Triangle Inequalities
HEALTH  Range of motion describes how much a limb can be moved from a straight position. To determine the range of motion of a person’s leg, determine the distance the person can lift each leg off the floor when lying back down on the floor. Suppose Trevor can raise his left leg so that it forms a 77-degree angle with the floor. He can form a 92-degree angle with his right leg. Which of Trevor’s legs has the greater range of motion? Explain.
His right leg has the greater range of motion. The angle formed with his right leg is greater than his left leg. Assuming that both his legs are the same measure, the SAS Inequality tells us that the side opposite the angle on his right leg is greater than the side opposite the angle formed by lifting his left leg, so he’s raising it a greater distance. This means that his left leg has a lesser range.

